Patient considerations in ocular hypertension: role of bimatoprost ophthalmic solution
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Abstract: Glaucoma is a leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. The reduction of intraocular pressure has been well established as an effective treatment to prevent both the development and the progression of all forms of glaucoma. Bimatoprost 0.03% ophthalmic solution, introduced in 2001, is a synthetic prostamide with the unique mechanism of improving both uveoscleral and trabecular outflow. Comparative studies with other pharmacotherapies have shown favorable results for bimatoprost as a potent ocular hypotensive agent that is generally well tolerated. Common side effects include conjunctival hyperemia, eyelash growth, iris pigmentation and periorbital changes. Hyperemia rates were reduced following the introduction of bimatoprost 0.01%. Bimatoprost should be used with caution in those with higher risk of developing ocular inflammation and macular edema. However, the perceived risk of bimatoprost in these patient populations is likely greater than the actual risk observed in practice. Bimatoprost is currently in the center of several clinical trials including its use for dermatologic applications and sustained-release therapies for the treatment of ocular hypertension and glaucoma.
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Introduction
Glaucoma is a group of diseases that is characterized by a progressive optic neuropathy that can result in permanent vision loss of varying severity. The pathology of glaucoma is an accelerated loss of the retinal ganglion cells and axons resulting in characteristic structural changes in the optic nerve, resulting in loss of peripheral and central vision, typically without symptoms until later stages. To date, there is no proven treatment to repair or replace the ganglion cell and axonal loss that occurs in glaucoma. Thus, the functional loss manifested by defects in visual field is permanent. Although there are many postulated contributory factors to the development of glaucoma, the precise mechanisms are not fully elucidated. There is robust evidence that for most patients, reduction of intraocular pressure (IOP) not only slows the rate of structural and functional progression in those with glaucomatous optic neuropathy but also reduces the development of glaucoma in those with ocular hypertension (OHT).³

Glaucoma is the leading cause of irreversible blindness on a global scale. Currently, glaucoma is estimated to affect >70 million people worldwide, 10% of whom are blind in both eyes.⁴ Population-based surveys have estimated that 4%–10% of those aged >40 years have OHT – or elevated IOP without glaucoma damage.⁵,⁶ In the setting of a rapidly growing and aging population, the prevalence of glaucoma is expected to nearly double from 2013 to 2040.⁷

The Ocular Hypertension Treatment Trial¹ demonstrated the benefits of IOP lowering in reducing the development of glaucomatous damage in those with OHT.
Other robust and well-designed randomized controlled trials clearly demonstrated the role of IOP reduction in slowing the rates of glaucomatous progression.1–3,8–11 IOP remains the only proven modifiable risk factor, which is currently treated by various classes of medications, lasers and surgical modalities. The extent of IOP lowering is individualized to each patient based on a number of factors including, but not limited to, stage of disease, perceived rate of glaucoma progression and general health status/life expectancy. This IOP target must be readjusted based on the perceived stability or instability of a patient.12,13

Medical therapy for glaucoma is considered a mainstay of treatment. As with medical therapy for any condition, the goal is high effectiveness, tolerability and access with minimal side effects. The different medication classes available currently modify IOP through different mechanisms of action. Currently, the five different classes of topical medications available are beta-blockers, carbonic anhydrase inhibitors (CAIs), sympathomimetics, prostaglandin derivatives and miotics. Among these, the prostaglandin analog class of medication has assumed the role of first-line medical therapy for glaucoma due to its demonstrated efficacy, high tolerability and low systemic side effects with once-daily dosing. Prior to this medication class, the available topical medications required more frequent dosing with a higher local and systemic side-effect profile. Although generally grouped together as a class of medication, there are molecular differences between the prostaglandin analogs. While beta-blockers, CAIs and alpha-agonists primarily affect aqueous humor production, the prostaglandin class enhances aqueous outflow via the uveoscleral passage.14

In cases where treatment of OHT is chosen, the risk of glaucoma progression is judged to be sufficient to warrant the burdens of therapy. However, this treatment is preventative and will likely be prolonged. Therefore, there is a need to balance drug efficacy against drug tolerability and convenience. Once-daily prostaglandin analogs are often the drug of choice in OHT given the class’s efficacy, once-daily dosing and general tolerability for most patients.

Bimatoprost ophthalmic solution (Lumigan; Allergan Inc., Irvine, CA, USA) is a prominent member of the prostaglandin analog class of medications introduced in 2001 for the lowering of IOP in patients with glaucoma and OHT. It is commonly a first-line medication implemented in treatment. This study reviews the current properties and clinical effectiveness, as well as future applications of bimatoprost in the management of glaucoma and OHT.

Pharmacology and mechanism of action

Although often broadly categorized into the prostaglandin analog class, bimatoprost is actually a synthetic prostamide analog, which is structurally distinct from other prostaglandin analogs.14,15 In contrast to the acidic prostaglandins, prostamides lack a carboxylic acid group in their chemical structure, rendering them neutral in solution. Several studies have suggested the presence of unique prostamide sensitive receptors that differ from the receptors of other prostaglandin analogs.15–19 This has been subsequently supported by the discovery of prostamide antagonists.20 However, to date, no receptor unique for bimatoprost has yet been cloned, and this point remains controversial. After topical instillation, a significant quantity of intact bimatoprost has been found in the ciliary body.21,22 Bimatoprost has also been found in its hydrolyzed free-acid form in the aqueous, suggesting that it enters the anterior chamber via the cornea as a prodrug as well.23,24

Like other medications in the prostaglandin class, bimatoprost primarily exerts its therapeutic effect by increasing uveoscleral outflow. However, several studies have shown a bimodal action with the improved trabecular outflow facility as well.22,23 The increased outflow is thought to occur by the remodeling of the extracellular matrix in the ciliary muscle.26 Other proposed mechanisms include modifying the permeability of tissues in the outflow pathways. It has also been suggested that scleral penetration appears to be the preferred route of ocular entry to access the trabecular meshwork and ciliary body,21,22 although other studies have supported corneal entry as well, as noted earlier.21,24

Bimatoprost ophthalmic solution is a clear, colorless, isotonic solution that uses benzalkonium chloride as the preservative. Bimatoprost after systemic absorption resides mainly in the plasma, with no identified systemic accumulation after achieving steady-state concentrations. Storage of bimatoprost does not require refrigeration, and it can be stored in the original container at 15°C–25°C.27

Clinical effectiveness

The prostaglandin class is considered first-line medical therapy in the management of OHT and glaucoma. The lower side-effect profile and high clinical efficacy with once-daily dosing enabled this class of medication to quickly supplant beta-blocker class from this previously held position. The mechanism of action through enhanced uveoscleral and trabecular outflow, although not fully elucidated, complements the other available classes of medicine that
Bimatoprost ophthalmic solution 0.03% has been available for use since 2001 in the US.

Many clinical trials have demonstrated the efficacy of bimatoprost in lowering IOP. In the Phase II/III studies, and in the post marketing surveillance studies, the once-daily dosing of bimatoprost lowered IOP from 7.2 to 8.1 mmHg. Bimatoprost demonstrated greater efficacy given both once or twice daily when compared to 0.5% timolol maleate in two randomized, controlled, double-blinded trials. These trials showed an ~8.1 mmHg reduction in IOP with bimatoprost compared to 5.6 mmHg with timolol 0.5% twice daily. Furthermore, significantly greater proportions of patients reached the predetermined target IOP lowering in the bimatoprost groups versus the timolol 0.5% groups. Once-daily evening dosing was determined to be the most effective dosing schedule — with greater effectiveness in reducing IOP compared to AM dosing or twice-daily dosing.

While many studies demonstrate similar IOP lowering among the members of the prostaglandin class, a 6-month randomized comparison and a meta-analysis of 4 randomized controlled studies suggest a slightly greater mean IOP reduction with bimatoprost in glaucoma. Similar results were demonstrated in normal tension glaucoma. In another study, while bimatoprost and latanoprost achieved statistically significant IOP lowering, greater diurnal efficacy with bimatoprost was observed over a 30-day period. When used as a replacement therapy for latanoprost in those patients not achieving their target IOP, bimatoprost has been demonstrated to reduce IOP 2.8–4.4 mmHg.

In a comparison study, bimatoprost 0.01% was equivalent to bimatoprost 0.03% in lowering IOP throughout 12 months of treatment. Differences in IOP remained <0.9 mmHg through all time points. In addition, reported adverse ocular events were significantly less frequent and severe with the 0.01% concentration. Due to the superior benefit-to-risk ratio seen in the lower concentration formula, bimatoprost 0.01% was approved and is the primary concentration available for commercial use currently in the US.

Bimatoprost 0.03% is also available outside the US in a fixed-combination formulation with 0.5% timolol maleate (Ganfort; Allergan Inc.). The superior effectiveness of a fixed combination bimatoprost/timolol compared to the individual components has been demonstrated with a safety profile similar to the individual agents. The fixed combination theoretically offers advantages of complementary mechanisms of action with reduced preservative burden. Improved medication adherence and cost-effectiveness may result from less complicated dosing when patients require multiple medications to achieve target pressures. Bimatoprost 0.03% in a fixed combination with timolol maleate 0.5% is also available in a preservative-free formulation outside the US. The preservative-free formulation demonstrated equivalence in IOP lowering with no differences in safety and tolerability and may have a role in those patients with known benzalkonium chloride intolerance or ocular surface disease.

Common side effects

Once-daily dosing of bimatoprost has been shown to have a favorable safety profile and is a well-tolerated eyedrop. However, it is not without its adverse effects. Though most of these effects tend to be mild and short-lived, it is important to be aware of potential adverse effects.

Conjunctival hyperemia

By far, the most common adverse event seen with bimatoprost is conjunctival hyperemia, affecting up to 50% of patients. Several studies have reported its incidence to be the highest in bimatoprost 0.03% compared to other prostaglandin analogs. However, the hyperemia is typically mild, transient and infrequently cited as a cause of drop discontinuation, which was seen in 3%. In one study, hyperemia peaked 1 day after commencing bimatoprost, and severity progressively declined at each visit during the 6-week study. Patients already on prostaglandin therapy were less likely to experience an increase in hyperemia when switched to bimatoprost, further demonstrating the transient nature and potentially shared mechanism of hyperemia associated with prostaglandin analogs. Bimatoprost 0.01% demonstrated a reduced incidence (28.6% vs 37.4%) and severity of hyperemia compared to the 0.03% solution, resulting in a lower discontinuation rate with similar effectiveness in IOP reduction.

The mechanism by which bimatoprost produces conjunctival hyperemia is not fully understood. Due to the pro-inflammatory nature of prostaglandins, ocular inflammation is often thought to be the cause of conjunctival hyperemia. However, no associations have been made between signs of inflammation and bimatoprost-induced hyperemia. Histopathologic evidence of inflammation was infrequent in conjunctival specimens from bimatoprost-treated eyes (22%) and no more frequent compared to untreated controls (33%). One study showed an induction in nitrous oxide (NO) synthase and NO-induced vasodilation as a potential cause of prostaglandin-related hyperemia.
Eyelash growth
Prostaglandins have long been known to be associated with increasing the length, number, thickness and pigmentation of eyelashes.90 This finding was especially pronounced in bimatoprost in one study comparing several prostaglandin analogs and their effect on eyelash growth in rabbits.91 Hypertrichosis is the most common non-ocular side effect of bimatoprost and is observed in 42.6%–53.6% of patients.51 Although the actual molecular mechanism is yet unclear, bimatoprost has been shown to significantly extend the duration of anagen (growth phase) in mouse eyelashes.52 This benign side effect has been leveraged to commercially market bimatoprost as a cosmetic product for lash growth (Latisse; Allergan Inc.).

Iris pigmentation
Bimatoprost, along with the other prostaglandin analogs, has been reported to cause increased iris pigmentation. This finding was observed in 1.9% of eyes after 1 year of bimatoprost.51 By comparison, 12% of US patients on latanoprost experienced iris color changes.53 The same study found that homogeneously blue or dark brown irides were seldom affected while eyes with heterogeneously pigmented eyes were more frequently affected. Histopathologic studies showed an increase in melanosomes rather than an increase in melanocytes. This is mediated by a prostaglandin-induced upregulation of tyrosinase, a key enzyme in melanogenesis.54 Iris color changes have not been shown to improve following drop cessation. Therefore, patients should be properly counseled of potential permanent iris color changes, especially those who have hazel, green or heterogeneously pigmented irides.

Periocular skin pigmentation
Increased periocular skin pigmentation has also been reported with prolonged use of bimatoprost. A total of 6% of patients treated with bimatoprost 0.03% experienced increased eyelid skin pigmentation after 1 year compared to 1% with latanoprost.55 Like the iris, the increase in pigmentation is a result of an increase in melanosomes in dermal melanocytes.56 The pigmentary changes are typically mild and reversible after the drug is discontinued and were less frequently observed with the 0.01% preparation.37,57

Structural eyelid and periorbital changes
Chronic use of bimatoprost can result in deepening of upper eyelid sulcus (DUES), relative enophthalmos, loss of lower eyelid fullness and involution of dermatochalasis.58 The conglomeration of these findings was later termed prostaglandin-associated periorbital syndrome (PAPS). Lipodystrophy characterized by fat atrophy and decreased adipocyte density has been described as a potential mechanism.59 Although the abovementioned periorbitopathies have been observed in all prostaglandin analogs, it tends to be more frequent and severe in bimatoprost users.60 The presence of DUES was observed in 60% of patients 6 months after replacing latanoprost with bimatoprost. Symptoms were mild and were noticed by 53% of those with documented changes with only one dropping from the study due to DUES.61 Conversely, 85% of those switching from bimatoprost to latanoprost experienced a reduction or resolution of DUES after 6 months.62 While periorbitopathy implies pathology, bimatoprost-associated periorbital changes have been leveraged to improve cosmesis for those with dermatochalasis, a concept termed “chemical blepharoplasty.”63 In patients undergoing unilateral therapy, this potential side effect should be considered given its greater noticeability.

Uncommon adverse events
Serious adverse events, although fortunately rare, have been reported, and the drop should be initiated with appropriate caution in those who are potentially at risk for developing these effects.

Uveitis
The use of prostaglandin analogs in patients with inflammatory glaucoma has been controversial due to the theoretically higher risk of anterior uveitis, cystoid macular degeneration and reactivation of herpes simplex virus (HSV) keratitis.64 Smith et al published a review of 527 patients treated with latanoprost, and 1% (5/505) of patients without a prior history of uveitis developed ocular inflammation, while 23% (3/13) with a prior history of uveitis experienced a flare up. All patients improved after discontinuing latanoprost. Several cases have been reported in other prostaglandin analogs, including bimatoprost.66

In contrast, Fortuna et al published a review of patients on bimatoprost in a uveitis subspecialty clinic that showed no increase in risk of flares compared to non-prostaglandin glaucoma drops. The rate of uveitis flares was 52 per 100 person-years while on non-prostaglandin drops, whereas it was 32.4 per 100 person-years while on bimatoprost.67 Chang et al published a similar study again showing no increase in flares with prostaglandin analogs compared to non-prostaglandin drops. Of note, both the studies were done at tertiary uveitis subspecialty clinics where many patients were controlled on immunomodulatory therapy.

The use of bimatoprost may be considered for uveitic patients especially in those with quiescent and well-controlled
disease. Although the rate of developing uveitis is relatively infrequent, the consequences of uncontrolled and unrecognized ocular inflammation can be deleterious. Patients should be properly counseled and monitored for reactivation of inflammation after initiating therapy.

**Macular edema**

Cystoid macular edema (CME) is thought to arise from the release of endogenous inflammatory mediators, including prostaglandins. This raises the possibility of topical prostaglandins inducing CME. The incidence of CME in pseudophakic and aphakic eyes on prostaglandin analogs is ~1%–2%. The incidence of CME is significantly higher at 5% in aphakic or pseudophakic eyes with posterior capsular defects. Ayyala et al reported several cases of CME that occurred shortly after initiation of latanoprost with resolution after discontinuation of the medication. On the other hand, Chang et al reported that 69 patients with uveitis and no prior evidence of CME did not develop CME with prostaglandins. Further, a meta-analysis revealed that the incidence of CME associated with bimatoprost was exceedingly rare at 0.3% (1/306).

Many of the cases reported to date are confounded by other contributing risk factors that may cause CME alone. Although the current evidence of prostaglandins relationship with the development of CME is inconclusive, patients with other contributing risk factors or a previous history of CME should be placed on bimatoprost with caution and proper monitoring.

**No evidence for effect on pigmented tumors**

There is a lack of evidence linking bimatoprost and other topical prostaglandin analogs with malignant melanoma. There is one case of cutaneous melanoma reported with bimatoprost use. The same holds true for latanoprost with no cases or ocular melanoma and only three cases of cutaneous melanoma among 19,940 subjects. In addition, pigmented iris nevi were not noted to be affected after long-term use of topical prostaglandin agonists.

**Potential dermatologic applications**

The tendency of topical bimatoprost to cause increased skin pigmentation and promote hair growth has been harnessed in several dermatologic conditions. It has been used to treat facial and non-facial vitiligo with moderate success. Other applications include the treatment of eyebrow hypotrichosis and alopecia areata. Early study results are promising; however, larger and long-term trials are pending.

**Sustained-release delivery systems**

Medication adherence remains a very important and complex issue in glaucoma management, prompting the search for new modes of drug delivery. Studies have repeatedly demonstrated poor rates of medication compliance. One study reported that 50% of subjects were not adhering to their medications 75% of the time despite receiving medications free of charge and knowing they were being monitored. Sustained delivery systems bring the promise of substantially improved glaucoma care by eliminating the medication adherence problem. Several companies are currently developing sustained-release devices as vehicles for bimatoprost.

A bimatoprost sustained-release implant (bimatoprost SR), a depot implant injected into the anterior chamber, is currently undergoing Phase III trials. Phase II trials of the implant showed a mean IOP reduction of −7.2 to −9.5 mmHg from baseline in 75 eyes 16 weeks following injection. The fellow eyes received once-daily topical bimatoprost 0.03% and experienced an IOP reduction of −8.4 mmHg. Rescue treatment was not required in 91% and 71% at months 4 and 6, respectively. Conjunctival hyperemia was less frequently seen with the depot bimatoprost affecting 6.7% of eyes compared to 17.3% receiving topical therapy.

A topical ocular ring impregnated with bimatoprost has also been developed and recently completed Phase II trials. The ring is positioned under the upper and lower eyelids and rests in the conjunctival fornices. There was a mean reduction from baseline IOP of −3.2 to −6.4 mmHg for the bimatoprost implant group compared with −4.2 to −6.4 mmHg for the timolol 0.5% group over 6 months. The study did not meet the non-inferiority definition for the majority of time points. The retention rate of the ocular ring was 88.5% at 6 months.

**Conclusion**

Since its introduction in 2001, bimatoprost has been well established as a potent ocular hypotensive agent. Numerous studies have demonstrated that bimatoprost effectively and sustainably decreases IOP. This is achieved by improved outflow through the trabecular and uveoscleral pathways. This dual mechanism is unique to bimatoprost, making it an especially potent compound for the pharmacotherapy of glaucoma and OHT. Comparative studies have demonstrated a superior IOP-lowering effect compared to other prostaglandin analogs and fixed-combination agents. Bimatoprost is well tolerated, and adverse events are generally mild and self-limiting. The release of the 0.01% formulation has further improved tolerability compared to the original 0.03%.
Conjunctival hyperemia, eyelash growth and periocular pigmentation have been reported to occur more frequently with bimatoprost compared with other prostaglandins. These effects are generally mild and transient. Cases of increased iris pigmentation are likely permanent and will not resolve despite cessation of therapy. Although these adverse effects do not have significant consequences to visual functioning and are cosmetic in nature, patients should be properly counseled and educated regarding these potential effects prior to initiating therapy. Bimatoprost should be used with caution in eyes with active or previous macular edema, uveitis and herpetic keratitis. These events are fortunately rare, and their direct relationship with bimatoprost use is yet to be established.

Topical agents are effective, but high rates of patient non-adherence have limited therapeutic success. Bimatoprost is currently being investigated in sustained-release delivery systems. Although these novel delivery systems may reduce the problem of medication adherence and the incidence of side effects, addressing adverse effects may prove to be difficult after the administration of a depot. It is yet unclear how these novel delivery systems will be accepted among patients and physicians, and their place in the growing spectrum of ocular hypotensive therapies is yet to be determined.
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